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Dedication
I dedicate this novel to my niece, Mariah. Just as this series is filled with limitless
possibilities, so the same is with you. May you reach out to the heavens and
become what you wish to be in life.
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Prologue

Cosmic Divination
Shimmering starlight
A new life shines in the cosmos
Basking in its glory, we praise our Goddess.
I feel its enchanted warmth
My soul touches its eternal grace.
Dancing in the galaxies of unbound divine,
The ebb and flow of stellar waves embrace me;
My sacred spirit glows, magic within me undefined.
Now these lonely eyes of mine fail,
Blinded by the birth of infinite radiance.
Alas, darkness descends upon us
Our primordial enemy returns from exile
And the interstellar newborn withers into oblivion.
The Oracle of Celestial

Chapter One

Celestial Heights
— Cycle 81971.273 M.E. —
I
Voyage of the Infinite

T

he vast gulfs of space thrived in the Ensar universe for eons. Copia
Deiga, a galaxy teeming with magical ions, swirled in splendor.
Asteroids along the outskirts of the spiral phenomenon drifted aimlessly.
In the vicinity of a nebula, shaped like fiery wings, a black hole materialized. Its
gravitation sucked in cosmic dust, the giant space chasm flickering with lightning.
While the electricity waned, a dreadnought starship emerged. Fleeting bolts
scrambled throughout its tetrigonium hull, an obsidian-tinted metal that gleamed
with arcane energy currents.
Entering this star system, the spacecraft accelerated. The black hole sealed,
dust no longer being pulled. A burst of blinding light appeared opposite the ship,
millions of miles away. A molecular cloud had just collapsed, igniting the birth of
a new sun. As this took place, the vessel activated its polarized mana shield,
allowing passengers to examine creation’s majesty: The cloud’s fragment
contracted and extreme heat surged around the stellar remnants, condensing into a
gassy sphere as flares enveloped it.
Numerous alchemists, engineers, and physicists wore expressions of awe,
gazing at the newborn phenomenon. Others stood slack-jawed, astonished to
witness such an incredible event. But no one was more amazed than Captain
Shirakaya. Attired in dalikonium, one of the strongest magic-imbued armors in
the known universe, she lifted her helmet, revealing a tan complexion and black
hair with purple highlights. She rose from her command chair, her magic-infused
eyes fixed on the protostar.
Shirakaya had relentlessly searched for one ever since her graduation from the
University of Elements & Conjuration and became a captain in the military. As a
sorceress, it was imperative for her to collect magical ions from within a protostar
to maintain her arcane gift. According to arcane astrophysicists, failing to obtain
such power and replenish the gifted soul could lead to magic users losing their
abilities at an early age. Discovering this protostar was a dream come true for the
captain.
“The oracle was right,” she said, her lips forming a smile. “Templar Yarasuro,
contact Judicator Owendar and inform him of our discovery.”
“At once, my lady.”
A knight of the sacred Tal’manac Order and the captain’s personal bodyguard,

it was Yarasuro’s sworn duty to obey and protect Shirakaya with his life. Clad in
an ebony, scaly-like armor known as harboro, and equipped with a curved sword
made of baskino metal, he strode to a computer at his terminal, logged onto the
arcane TDE—Transdimensional Ethernet—where he attempted to establish a
kinetic link with the judicator.
“Captain, should I change our course?” one of the crew members said, seated
one floor below at a navigation monitor.
“That won’t be necessary, Narja,” the captain said. “Take us across the
Aarjedo star system, toward the protostar. We need to be in proximity so I can tap
into its ions.”
“I have made contact,” Yarasuro said.
“Excellent,” the captain said.
A bright light flashed, prismatic rays beaming from Yarasuro’s screen to the
center of the flight deck. Not five seconds later, an elderly man appeared in a
brocade robe with a tetrigonium crown atop his wrinkled forehead.
Pushing aside his long charcoal hair, he gazed at the captain and smiled. “Not
a cycle out of the academy and you’ve found one already,” the judicator said.
“The Ruzurai will be impressed, Shira.”
“The oracle helped,” she said, descending a flight of steps.
“She is nonetheless a member of your crew,” he said, hugging the captain. He
turned and stared at the newborn star, mesmerized by it. “I haven’t seen such a
marvel in decades. Thank you for thinking of an old man.”
“It’s the least I could do,” she said. “I remember your arcane physics classes
from the academy and how you spoke about the sanctity of protostars.”
The judicator replied, “Without them—”
“Say goodbye to magical ions,” they said in unison.
“Thank the stars,” he said.
“And the eternal Goddess.” Shirakaya winked at him.
Teary-eyed, the judicator agreed and continued to watch the star form. While
observing it grow, however, he noticed a few black spots materializing along the
sphere. Mystified, he approached the windowpane with his staff. His jaundiced
eyes were old, but his enchanted glasses allowed him to see with immense clarity.
He staggered as a wave of anxiety swept over him.
Shirakaya moved to support him. “Is everything okay?”
“Shira,” the judicator said, “something awful is happening.” Before she could
respond, he went on, “I sense a powerful entity approaching behind the protostar.
It’s consuming all of the newborn’s energy.”
“What?” Her eyebrows furrowed. “Ensign Narja, increase the thrusters and
raise the mana shield to maximum power. Yarasuro, come with me.”
“I must join you,” the judicator said.
“I’m afraid not, Professor,” she said. “Rest in my chair while I investigate.
Captain’s orders.”

II
Prophecies Anew
Shirakaya exited the flight deck with her bodyguard and walked through a
corridor where recessed lighting along the ceiling brought their shadows to life.
They entered an octagonal pod known as an X-Phaser, a teleportation capsule that
contained both technology and magic. Inputting a code, she and her guard
teleported from the spacecraft’s command center to an elongated hall beside a
temple located in the east wing.
“Captain,” Yarasuro said, “forgive me for asking, but why couldn’t you just
teleport us here from the flight deck?”
“I’m an enchantress, not a conjurer,” she said.
The doors to the temple automatically opened when they approached. A
shallow pool lay before them, its corners decorated with candles. Multihued
flowers blanketed the water, drifting and bobbing. Ahead stood a flight of ten
steps with a throne at the top, upon which sat a blonde woman in a diaphanous
gown. Slumped as though drunk, her garment disheveled, her ivory eyes squinted
at the captain, and perspiration glistened on her forehead.
“Jedalia, do you sense anything harmful?” the captain asked.
“By the Goddess. You sense them too?”
“I’m not gifted with clairvoyance,” Shirakaya said, kneeling. “Only you are,
my oracle.”
“They are returning from exile,” the oracle said, her voice weak.
“Huh?” uttered Yarasuro.
“Please don’t speak in riddles again,” the captain said. “You told me I would
be happy and yet troubled when Judicator Owendar arrived. He told me
something is consuming the protostar. Do you know anything about this?”
“The primordial koth’vurians are upon us,” the oracle said, her tone even
weaker as she keeled over.
Before she fell, Shirakaya mounted the stairs and caught her. The captain
gently laid her on a silky cloth festooned with flowers. Making sure the templar
couldn’t see, Shirakaya kissed the oracle on her forehead and stroked her hair.
“Don’t overexert yourself, my love,” she whispered.
At the oracle’s nod, Shirakaya stood up and rejoined her bodyguard by the
temple’s entrance.
“Is she delusional?” inquired Yarasuro.
“Do not ever disrespect the oracle, Templar.”
“My apologies, Captain. But the Order vanquished the koth’vurians eons
ago.”
“Exiled is the appropriate word, Templar. And I know the Order is absolute,”
Shirakaya said, pensive. Gazing up at the throne, she stared at the giant porcelain
statue of the eternal Goddess and turned away. “Still, we can’t ignore the
warnings of my oracle. I want you to stay by her side until she recovers.”

“Where will you be, my lady?”
“I’m teleporting back to the bridge,” she said, her expression troubled. “Just
watch over her.”
“As you wish,” Yarasuro said, bowing.
III
Chaos Reigns
Confident the oracle was safe, the captain left the marble temple and returned to
the flight deck. Ignoring her command to remain seated, the judicator stood in
front of the windowpane and gawked at the dwindling newborn star. Shirakaya
sighed under her breath when she saw him at the fore and sat in her chair.
“Zadoya,” she called out, “I need you to manage communications until
Templar Yarasuro returns.”
“Aye, my lady,” the female soldier said. Clad in a jointed hard-shell spacesuit,
she holstered her EP-41 plasma rifle as she left her post by the door to check the
computer terminal. “No messages or hails yet.”
“Keep your eyes peeled, Lieutenant,” Shirakaya said. “Ensign, status report.”
“The readings are off the chart, Captain,” Narja said. “I’ve never seen
anything like this before. I can only assume that—”
“We don’t have time for conjecture, Ensign.”
Narja heard the captain and gulped so hard it was as though she’d swallowed a
bone; a couple of her colleagues even turned to look in astonishment. “It’s
confusing, my lady. At first, I thought the signals indicated a fleet of ships.
However, the readings on my radar tell me they are organic, not mechanical.”
“Make it stop,” the judicator said, fingers gripping his temples. “Make it
stop.”
Uneasy, Shirakaya rose from her chair and approached the old man. “You may
be a Ruzurai, but you are aboard my vessel.” She guided him to her armchair.
“Owendar, trust me. I will get to the bottom of this. In the meantime, please
follow my orders and rest here until this is resolved.”
“You’re running out of time,” he said, irrationally shielding his eyes from the
star. “It’s worsening. It’s only a matter of time before the protostar is destroyed.”
The captain stiffened at his words. “Zadoya, alert all my flight squadrons to
report to the hanger. I want every available pilot in a jet. I don’t care what’s
lurking there. Tell them to shoot on sight.”
“Aye, Captain,” she said, using the TDE to transmit her orders.
Shirakaya stood by the window and waited for her squadrons to take off from
the dreadnought vessel in their space jets. Although not far from the newborn sun,
the captain and her crew aboard the mothership’s flight deck had difficulty
discerning what lurked behind the sphere of raging flares.
“Captain,” called out Narja, sounding panicky. “The objects on the radar are

advancing.”
“I don’t need a radar to know that,” Shirakaya said. She gazed at the steadily
approaching swarm. “Let them come. My squadrons will decimate them.”
Thrusters and force fields at maximum power, an armada of space jets
disembarked from the mothership. The squadrons flew toward their targets as
though without fear. Nearing the unidentified objects, the pilots opened fire. Each
jet launched photon beams and arcane missiles enchanted with lightning and
blasted the invaders.
“This can’t be right,” Ensign Narja said to herself; she examined data on her
screen. “There must be a glitch in the system.”
“What’s wrong?” the captain said.
“Since the objects are within range, the TDE identified them,” the ensign said.
“But it must be malfunctioning because it says that these creatures are
koth’vurians.”
A few crew members exchanged fretful glances.
“The Order eradicated them eons ago,” Zadoya said, noticing the crew’s
concern. “These things must be something else.”
“Goddess, why is this happening?” the judicator said.
The captain heard him but didn’t respond to his agitation. She stood stockstill, hands clasped behind her back. Although wary, Shirakaya refused to show
any fear. As captain of the vessel, she’d remain steadfast and protect the protostar
whatever the costs. The crew ignored the information in their database; however,
Shirakaya couldn’t waive it, especially after what the oracle had told her.
“Ensign, take us into the battlefield and assist our flotilla,” she commanded.
“As for the rest of you, I want every weapon active.”
“Aye,” the crew said in unison.
IV
Battle Among the Stars
Exterior cannons throughout the dreadnought mothership, including those along
the main bridge, activated. Targeting the horde, they launched a barrage of gamma
rays. The initial burst caused them to hiss as if wounded. Yet the ionizing
radiation produced by the catastrophic beams healed them within seconds.
Without the use of technology, creatures of flight approached the dreadnought
craft and unleashed a bombardment of their own: Beams projected from the scaly
palms of their claw-shaped hands. Despite protection from the mana shield, the
mothership was severely weakened. The beasts flew past the magical force field
and landed on one of the vessel’s ramparts, where multiple cannons were located.
The captain caught a glimpse of one when it passed the bridge at central
command. What she saw was no ordinary alien. Its glowing green eyes alone
made her heart race with fear. Spikes covered its scaly body and the creature had

four wings, which rose from its serrated spine, a sharp tail, and six-fingered hands
with claws that jutted out from the knuckles. There was no denying it, Shirakaya
conceded, these mythical beings were koth’vurians.
“How are they able to breathe and fly without spacesuits?” Zadoya said.
“My lady, a large group of aliens have flown through the vessel’s shield and
are attacking our cannons!” Narja said.
“Calm down, Ensign,” Shirakaya said, irked. “The mana shield only deflects
mechanical objects and their weaponry. You should know this. Other than stellar
ouvas, which are peaceful animals, there are no aliens able to roam space in their
natural form except koth’vurians. We must consider that the TDE is correct.”
The crew members glanced at each other again, not knowing what to make of
the situation.
“Maintain your positions and do not waver,” the captain added and walked
away. “Zadoya, follow me.”
The duo exited the flight deck. Striding through a corridor, Shirakaya raised
her forearm and clicked a button embedded in the armor and activated the KLD –
kinetic link device – on her wrist. A semitransparent kiosk with an interface
manifested. Typing into the air, she logged onto the TDE and established a
connection with her bodyguard.
“How may I be of service, my lady?” Yarasuro said.
“Your sword is needed,” the captain said. “I’m transmitting coordinates to
you. Meet me there.”
Without waiting for his response, she turned off her KLD and entered an XPhaser with her soldier. Inputting a code, they teleported to a rampart fitted with
external cannons in outer space. Protected by the active mana shield, they had no
need of air tanks to breathe. Zadoya aimed her plasma rifle at an alien and blasted
it with a clip enchanted with frost magic; the beam pierced its thick scales,
permafrost spreading. Weighed down by rime, it landed and scuttled toward its
foes.
Not a second later, Yarasuro materialized. He gasped at the beast before him
and took a step back. Though startled, he unsheathed his baskino sword and struck
in an upward arc as the fiend pounced, splitting it in half.
“Perfect timing,” Shirakaya said.
Templar Yarasuro ignored her remark and gazed at the other creatures in
dismay. “What in the name of the Goddess are these wretched things?”
“We don’t have definitive evidence,” the captain said. “Whether they are
koth’vurians or not, we must defend our ship.”
“My blade is yours to command,” he said. “What would you have me do?”
“I need you to taunt them,” she answered. “Zadoya and I will attack from a
distance and cover you.”
Yarasuro charged forward as Shirakaya temporarily enchanted his sword with
an aura of fire and took cover by the damaged cannon beside her. Conjuring
fireballs, she launched them at aliens flanking the templar as he sliced those
lingering on the rampart. Zadoya also assisted, strafing between walls and

shooting the koth’vurians.
A beast opposite Yarasuro rolled aside from his attack and tucked its wings
tight to its body, transmuting into an elongated figure. It slithered toward the
templar and enveloped its pliable body around him. The fiend opened its jaws,
revealing razor-edged fangs as Yarasuro struggled to release himself and groaned
in pain. About to bite its prey, an icicle cast by Shirakaya punctured its mouth.
Blood squirted above the rampart as it fell to the ground, lifeless.
“Don’t be reckless, Templar,” the captain said, conjuring lightning.
One of the flying creatures dodged her bolts and emitted a gamma ray at
Yarasuro, who deflected its attack with his sword. Enchanted, the blade withstood
such power unharmed. In a serendipitous action, Zadoya turned and shot the
fiend. As it collapsed in its death throes, Yarasuro decapitated it with a single
swift stroke.
More creatures scuttled forth to swipe their claws at the knight. Evading their
attacks, he countered with his enchanted baskino, gutting one. Simultaneously, the
enchantress hurled fireballs past him and incinerated two aliens. Aiming well,
Zadoya continued to fire at those in the air until the contingent of koth’vurians lay
dead on the rampart.
“All clear,” the soldier said, reloading her gun with a frost clip.
“My apologies for getting caught by that monster,” Yarasuro said, breathing
hard while sheathing his lustrous sword.
“Never let your guard down,” the captain said. “Koth’vurians are
shapeshifters. They are capable of altering into just about any form. Always be
ready.” She glanced around to confirm that most of the cannons were still
functional. “It seems this area is secure. Let’s—”
The trio staggered as the mothership shook.
“My lady!” the voice of Ensign Narja sounded via the captain’s kinetic link.
“The aliens have breached our hull in the residential sector. I’ve uploaded the
exact coordinates to your KLD interface.”
“We’re on our way.” Shirakaya ended the link.
The trio strode through the rampart and observed numerous space jets blow up
in the fierce battle. Despite this, the three of them returned to the teleportation
pod. They materialized in the lower right wing of the starship and exited an XPhaser capsule into a hall located in the residential district.
Recessed ceiling lights flickered, sliced wires dangled, fizzing with high
voltage, a section of the wall torn open. More disturbing, however, were the dead
humyns littering the hallway.
“This is bad,” Zadoya said.
They heard screams from a nearby chamber and charged into the room to
witness an alien digging its claws into a pregnant woman. Another struck a man
with its tail, sending him soaring over a desk. Zadoya took cover behind a dresser,
firing at the scaly fiends as they spewed acid. Shirakaya ducked and hurled a
fireball, disintegrating the first alien. Although Yarasuro deflected the second
creature’s toxin, it dispelled his sword’s enchantment. He grimaced and sliced off

the beast’s snout.
“Danasa!” cried out the wounded man, limping over to his dead wife.
Shirakaya lowered her eyes for a moment, saddened by this tragedy, but
unable to stop, signaling her entourage to follow her. The spacecraft bombarded
again, they staggered as they left the cabin. Through a hole in the wall, they
watched in horror as their ship’s mana shield destabilized. Erring on the side of
caution, they put on helmets and activated their zitrogen air tanks.
Moments later, the mana shield failed. In an instant, the vacuum sucked dead
bodies into space. Courtesy of the magnetic soles attached to their sabatons, the
trio remained in place. Battling to move, Shirakaya cast a frost spell and sealed
the ruptured wall. But as soon as she mended the wall, the ice cracked.
“We don’t have much time,” the captain said. “Hurry.”
They made haste and left the ruined hall through another corridor. The three of
them entered a cafeteria and encountered passengers screaming and fighting as
koth’vurians devoured them alive. Shirakaya conjured an inferno and reduced her
nearest foes to ashes. Reloading her gun with a frost clip, Zadoya opened fire at
another group of koth’vurians before a barrage of gamma rays forced her to take
cover behind a column. Darting out, she froze the invaders with enchanted frost
bullets. Seeing them freeze, Yarasuro seized his chance and shattered each one
with his sword.
Enemies vanquished, Zadoya repositioned herself in anticipation of more
koth’vurians attacking and aimed at the door. The knight maintained his guard
and searched for any aliens hiding in the chamber.
Snatching the chance, Shirakaya checked the injured; most had fatal wounds,
with only a few unharmed. Visibly distressed, she walked over to her bodyguard.
“Was the oracle feeling better when you left?”
“I’m afraid not,” he said, his eyes downcast. “But perhaps she has regained
her strength. It would be wise to contact—”
An alarm sounded, the siren deafening.
“Intruder alert,” the ship’s integrated AI reported, its voice cybernetic and
unemotional. “Intruder alert. All military personnel report to the arcane engine
chamber. Intruder alert. Intruder alert.”
“Delay that order, soldiers,” the captain said via kinetic link. “Remain at your
posts. I will go myself.” Ending the transmission, she turned to her entourage.
“Yarasuro, return to the oracle and continue guarding her. If she has recovered,
guide her here to heal these people.”
“Aye, my lady,” he said, bowing and leaving.
“Lieutenant,” the captain said, “maintain your position and make sure no other
enemies attack.”
Zadoya saluted her. “Their safety will not be compromised.”
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